
Comprehension Evaluation DEEP thinking Application

What’s this 
passage saying? 

[face value]

What does this 
passage teach us?  

…about God? 
life? ourselves?

How is this 
different from 
what the world 

teaches?

If you applied 
what you learn 

from this 
passage, how 
would your life 
look different?

Scripture:
JOHN 9:1-12

Key Question:

Questions Every Time:

How does God meet us 

in our loss?

• Have you experienced loss? What are some of the things, experiences, hopes, dreams, friends, or family 
you’ve lost throughout your life? 

• How did you grieve those losses? What questions did you ask God? Did you find yourself crying out or 
questioning God? 

• Look at verse 3, what reason did Jesus give for the loss of sight that this man experienced as a child? 
• How do we see the grace and mercy of God exhibited toward this man? 
• Jesus tells the man to go wash in the Pool of Siloam, which would have been a difficult downhill hike for a 

blind man. Why do you think Christ challenged him with this task instead of healing him on the spot? 
What might he have been teaching? When has your journey to healing been rocky but worthwhile? 

• Read Genesis 50:15-20. How does Joseph respond to his brothers when they ask him for forgiveness for 
selling him into slavery? What does his reply in verse 20 teach us? 

• Read Psalm 100. How does this Psalm offer comfort and reassurance in our losses? What does it remind 
you about God?

Questions For Deeper Thinking:

I thought I could describe a state; make a map of sorrow. Sorrow, however, 
turns out to be not a state but a process. - CS LewisQUOTE

Context

What else do we 
need to know to 
best understand 

this passage?

Reflect on these five questions and the 
deeper thinking questions in whatever 

order is most helpful for learning!

BE STILL MY SOUL (IN YOU I REST)  |   KARI JOBE SONG

Grief & loss


